
 

 

 

Five kinds of technology in this project 

 

 

 



 

People Movers 

The Prototype 

Click on captions for more info 

Variable Platform Architecture 

 

How it comes together 

Other Components 

Guideways 

 

20 Seat Bus Stations 

Rail Tire Propulsion Layout Reservations from car seat 

Cargo  
GM new Fuel-Cell Truck Platform Called SURUS 

 

http://www.smartskyways.com/Technology/prototyp/chapters/chapter3.htm
https://youtu.be/SAXoVSXnNTg
http://www.smartskyways.com/Technology/prototyp/vehicle.html
http://www.msn.com/en-us/autos/news/gm-shows-off-a-new-autonomous-fuel-cell-truck-platform-called-surus-and-its-pretty-damn-cool/ar-AAsZRHJ?li=BBnb4R5


 

 

Driver Control Panel Between Wheels 

 

 

Flat for Roll-on Platforms 

Cargo can be a large user of Skyways use especially at night when there are few people using it. 

The above GM prototype driverless platform can be programed to leave the Skyways track and 

follow a programed path to it’s cargo delivery points and then return back to the Skyways 

guideway to get it’s next load. Robotic and driverless pallets are the future of cargo delivery. 

Fiber Optics and Virtual Reality 

 

 

 

Underneath the guideway, there is room for five or more pipes that hold Fiber Optics. Each pipe                 

can hold 100 strands of fiber and each fiber can be spectrum divided into 100 TV channels. This                  

reults in 50,000 channels of video. Each channel can carry streaming, interactive video, Virtual              

Reality alsong with cell phone, messaging and Internet date. There are 250 million potential              

customers within 50 miles of the 10,000 mile PACT route. The new G5 cell phone transmitter                

technology now in the labs is 50 times faster and has a 40 mile range. TV, Internet and cell                   

phone technology are already merging into one network that downloads 2 hrs of video in one                

minute, interactive Virtual Realty even faster and still has room for voice and data. If the TV                 

services and cell phone costs are combined the average user in Latin America is paying over                

$125 per month currently. Virtual Reality can be used in sports, entertainment, shopping,             

travel, banking, manufacture, engineering and anywhere inforamtion is exchanged. The          

potential revenues are larger than Skyways and at a fraction of the cost. 

Oasis Machines 

These is a modern configuration     

of old technologies that split     

 

http://www.lloydgoff.com/web/OASIS_MACHINE_TECHNOLOGY.pdf


 

water into Hydrogen and Oxygen to run a piston engine that generates electricity. It requires a                

small amount of electricity to start the electrolysis. In Skyways we plan to use 2 solar panel on                  

each 70’ section of guideway generating 600 watts instead of a battery as shown above.               

Bingham Labs was able to achieve an out put over 4,000 watts or 6.5 to 1. The first 1000 watts                    

will be used to power Skyways and the remainder is used for generating water or put into a                  

smart grid. Our goal is 6,000 watts per 70’ section or37 KW per mile. We think this can capture                   

enough water vaper to grow up to 9 farming circles of 50 acres each or about one square mile                   

of food on each side of the guideway. 

Types of driverless technology Available 

 



 

 

 


